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MARITIME

global trade between north america 
and britain and britain and india 
increased in the 19th century.

isambard kingdom brunel, 
captain innovation, had the 
vision for a fast connection 
between london and new 
york, and london to india, 
both via the port of bristol.

he built the great western 
railway for bristol merchants 
to connect bristol and london.



he proposed the extension of the 
railway to north america by building 
steam-powered, iron-hulled ships.

his series of steamships, including 
the ss great britain, were the first 
propeller-driven, ocean-going iron 
ships which, when built in 1843, was 
the largest ship ever built.

brunel’s impressive projects 
contained many innovative 
solutions to engineering problems.

What is Civil Engineering?

Discover more at  
www.ice.org.uk/wiceprojects



RAIL

in the 1830s bristol was a key 
uk port for american trade.

bristolian merchants were keen to 
maintain their city’s position by speeding 
up communications with london.

they appointed 27-year-old  
i k brunel, ‘captain innovation’, 
to build a railway connecting 
bristol and london.
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brunel carried out a detailed survey of the 
land and built numerous bridges, viaducts 
and tunnels along the route, including the 
2-mile-long box tunnel.

the great western railway 
opened in 1841. it was a 
remarkable achievement. 

it helped establish brunel 
as one of the world’s 
leading engineers.

What do Civil Engineers do?

Discover more at  
www.ice.org.uk/wiceprojects



ROADS

in the early 19th century the 
main roads of britain followed 
the course of old roman and  
anglo-saxon roads.

the mail coaches travelled 
the country on these 
turnpike (toll) roads which 
were often full of potholes.

‘colossus’, thomas 
telford surveyed the 
route from carlisle to 
glasgow, one of the 
most important scottish 
roads, and stated that: 
“the existing road is in 
such a ruinous state as 
to occasion much delay.”
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he managed to obtain grants to 
design engineering improvements 
to this route and many others in 
scotland, england and wales.

telford was particularly concerned 
about reducing gradients, building 
bridges and improving drainage on 
roads to connect communities and 
enable reduced travelling time.

his london-to-holyhead and 
carlisle-to-glasgow roads 
were regarded as the “model 
for future engineers.”

Who are Civil Engineers?
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BRIDGES

the first penang bridge 
links the mainland of 
malaysia with penang 
island. since 1985 
it has contributed 
significantly to the 
development of penang 
as a tourist and 
industrial centre. 

10,000 vehicles a day were crossing the 
bridge, causing congestion, necessitating 
the building of a second bridge. 

‘captain connector’, dr robin sham, 
was instrumental in the design and 
construction of the 24km-long 
second penang bridge. 
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known officially as the sultan abdul 
halim muadzam shah bridge, it has 
533 spans and incorporates damping 
technology to resist the forces of 
earthquakes.

penang is fully connected 
and has become one of 
the most vital economic 
powerhouses in malaysia.

civil engineers are developing 
and building bridges 
worldwide, crossing the 
yangtze, connecting danish 
islands, linking hong kong to 
its island airport and uniting 
the regions of bangladesh.

How can I become  
a Civil Engineer?

Discover more at  
www.ice.org.uk/wiceprojects



RAIL

the industrial revolution was 
changing britain from a land of 
farms and villages to one of  
big cities and factories.

it was a time of great innovations 
including the steam-engine 
by trevithick and george 
stephenson’s locomotion.

in 1830, the liverpool and manchester 
railway opened to transport goods  
and passengers between the cities.
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within a decade, millions of passengers 
were travelling over thousands of 
miles of british tracks. in next 10 years 
4600 miles of track were laid.

by 1854, 92 million journeys 
were being made in england 
on a network of 6,000 miles.

train travel transformed 
britain and was beginning to 
open up the world.

What is Civil Engineering?

Discover more at  
www.ice.org.uk/wiceprojects



UNDERGROUND

increasing number of passengers 
were arriving at london’s new 
mainline train stations in the 
1850s.

they were finding the roads congested 
and a slow journey to their final 
destination.

john fowler had the foresight to tunnel 
under the new road and link paddington 
and king’s cross to the city.
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john fowler was chief engineer 
for the metropolitan railway, 
it opened in 1863.

the network quickly 
expanded in london. 
across the world, 
more than 150 metros 
have been built.

2018 marks the opening of the new 
crossrail main line railway, which 
tunnels under london and connects 
with the tube stations. the director 
is andrew wolstenholme. 
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